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**Helen Dewar** has a B.A. (Hons.) in History and French from the University of King’s College and an M.A. in History from the University of Western Ontario.

**Michel Duquet** is a doctoral student and instructor at t currently doing research on informal justice in New France.

**Ross Fair** teaches Canadian history at Ryerson University. His current interests regarding state and society focus on the colonial leadership of agricultural development in Upper Canada.

**Darren Ferry** recently completed his PhD in History at McMaster University, where his dissertation examined the multifaceted roles of central Canadian voluntary associations in the nineteenth century. He is currently revising his dissertation for publication as a monograph, as well as researching aspects of nineteenth-century popular politics in central Canada.


**Sean Kennedy** is an assistant professor of history at the University of New Brunswick and is currently researching a monograph on the career of André Siegfried.

**Roderick MacLeod** is co-author of *A Meeting of the People: School Boards and Protestant Communities in Quebec, 1801-1998*, and is currently preparing a manuscript on Montreal Anglo-Protestant families, institutions, and the built environment.
Paul Stortz teaches Canadian Studies and histories of racism in the Faculty of Communication and Culture at the University of Calgary, and his on-going research is on the ethnic and social histories of the Canadian professoriate. He is the founding co-editor of the peer-reviewed *History of Intellectual Culture* (www.ucalgary.ca/hic/).

Mark Walters teaches law at Queen’s University and one of his research interests is the legal history of First Nations in colonial Canada.